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Ep. #12371



Desperate to remind Jack that shes his wife, not Julia, Carly suggests medical treatment for Jack. He says he will consider it. Meanwhile, Julia continues to think about what she has learned about Carlys past and gets a hold of Mikes address from Lisa. She pays Mike a visit and makes no secret of her intentions. She asks if he and Carly have reconnected but Mike lets her know that hasnt happened and that Jack and Carly have an ideal marriage. A defeated Julia leaves, only to run into Carly who accuses her of trying to dig up old dirt. Alison is surprised to run into Chris. Holden confronts Aaron about his boxing plans. He realizes that Aaron is, in part, doing this for Alison but still remains opposed to his sons decision. Meanwhile, Craig surprises and charms Rafi, but Lucy knows what he is really doing and calls him on it. Later, Alison and Lucy see Rafi blasting away at the punching bag, and realize that Aaron is in deep trouble when he steps into the ring. Paul admits to Rosanna he doesnt want to leave her tonight and Rosanna tells him to stay. They are on the verge of making love when they are interrupted by Will. Later, Paul pushes any worries aside and he and Rosanna make love.
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Carmen Duncan
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